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Since the 1920s, American popular music has generated heated debates
in Germany, with opponents and defenders ‹ghting over styles ranging
from jazz to rock ’n’ roll to hip-hop. While the anti-Americanism evi-
dent in these battles has attracted considerable scholarly attention, we
still know less about the ways in which forms of American music and
culture have become part of the of‹cial self-representations of Ger-
mans. In this essay, I explore how one form, namely jazz, became
increasingly acceptable in 1950s cold war Germany. Focusing on the
understandings of culture, respectability, and race that made jazz
largely uncontroversial, I examine the multivalent political meanings
of U.S. culture abroad.

During the Weimar and Nazi years opponents of jazz described the
music as overly sexualized, created by unrespectable African-Ameri-
cans, and marketed by Jews. In the 1930s and 1940s the Nazis
attempted to ban jazz and persecuted jazz fans, but, caught between
their desire to realize a racist utopia and the need to keep the German
population entertained, even the Nazis allowed some forms of swing
on the airwaves. Many musicians and fans saw their support for the
music as an apolitical act, although some on the left and very few on
the right thought jazz to be compatible with their respective political
causes.1

After 1945, when jazz experienced a renaissance in both Germanies,
jazz music remained in the political cross ‹res, this time of the cold
war. Initially, East German authorities harassed jazz fans, while critics
in West Germany publicly disdained them. Both sides were particu-
larly worried about dancing jazz fans and jam sessions in the so-called
hot clubs in East and West Germany. Such concerns were exacerbated
when growing numbers of German rock ’n’ roll fans began to dance to
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the music of Bill Haley and Elvis Presley after 1956. By 1960, however,
the West German minister of defense, Franz-Josef Strauß, declared
jazz to be a music for the new West German army, and jazz could be
widely heard on state-sponsored television and radio stations and in
state-supported youth clubs. East German authorities, too, allowed
some jazz concerts, although they continued to be more worried about
American music than their West German counterparts. This changing
place of jazz in the postwar German cultural landscape was linked to
efforts in both states to newly de‹ne Germanness in the aftermath of
national socialism and in the face of the cold war.2

Jazz in West Germany

Until the 1950s Europeans usually referred to all American popular
music as jazz. In both Germanies it was only after 1955 that narrower
de‹nitions of “authentic” jazz as different from “lighter” popular
hits—and especially from rock ’n’ roll—gained widespread currency.
In West Germany, radio host, writer, and producer Joachim Ernst
Berendt became the most in›uential person to shape positive reevalua-
tions of jazz. In East Germany, Reginald Rudorf, a social scientist,
radio host, and writer, was the leading proponent of the music.

Berendt—in his West German radio broadcasts, publications, and
lectures—de‹ned jazz as a serious artistic and philosophical enterprise.
He asserted emphatically that the popular hits broadcast on American
and European radio stations or played at most concerts were not jazz.
Authentic jazz, according to him, was not simply a dance music; it dis-
tinguished itself from popular hits through complex rhythmic variety,
unique tones, and improvisation.3

Berendt sought to sanitize, desexualize, and decommercialize what
he considered true jazz and proper jazz fan behavior. Thus he discred-
ited those jazz fans who were dancing and romping around at jam ses-
sions in postwar German jazz joints. His ideal jazz connoisseurs were
at once antiauthoritarian and respectable. In 1953, for example,
Berendt made a distinction between serious fans and the so-called
Swing-Heinis—a term that the Nazis had likewise used in their perse-
cutions of jazz fans. He described Swing-Heinis as youths with striped
socks, shorter pants, and longer hair. Although he acknowledged that
they stood in direct opposition to the soldier ideal, he did not like
them. Rather, he urged serious, respectable (seriöse) jazz fans to teach
these Swing-Heinis about the true meaning of jazz. In his validations of
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jazz as noncommercial, antiauthoritarian music, Berendt thus relied
on a certain gender conservatism.

This vision was also re›ected in Berendt’s treatment of different jazz
styles. Not surprisingly, Berendt liked best the spartan, and less dance-
able, music of bebop and cool jazz. Bebop had been developed by
black musicians such as Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie in Harlem
jazz clubs around 1945. Consciously turning their backs to their audi-
ence, the bebop musicians countered stereotypes of black performers,
and their new styles made evaluations such as Berendt’s possible. Per-
haps it was not by chance that Berendt seemed to like cool jazz even
better than bebop. Played by both black and white musicians, and
combining “white” and “black” musical styles, cool jazz quickly
became the symbol of successful racial integration. Berendt likened
cool jazz to European classical music and claimed that, together with
Stravinsky’s music, cool represented an adequate understanding of the
contemporary era. Berendt made jazz into a universalizing experience
and stressed that jazz had gone beyond its African and African-Amer-
ican roots to gain appeal around the world. 

In the aftermath of intense German nationalism and racism prior to
1945 and in the context of West German efforts to erect the Christian
West as a cultural and political ideal in the ‹rst half of the 1950s,
Berendt’s stance was in many ways radical. He validated jazz as a seri-
ous artistic tradition and insisted that neither jazz nor African-Ameri-
can jazz musicians were primitive. But at the same time he made Euro-
pean music the standard against which the “progress” of jazz was to be
judged. His validations focused, on the one hand, on improvisation,
that is, the unmanipulated aspects of jazz, and, on the other hand, on
the respectability of authentic jazz musicians and their audience.
Berendt made jazz compatible with the bourgeois notion of (high) cul-
ture and with a bourgeois gender system.4

Berendt’s ideas were attractive: his 1953 Jazzbuch sold 75,000 copies
within months. Upon its publication, Berendt became the single most
powerful jazz critic in West Germany, who also spread his ideas in
radio broadcasts and lectures. By 1955 the new type of more intellec-
tual jazz fans whom Berendt championed became widely visible in
West Germany. For many of them Berendt’s Jazzbuch became a bible. 

At the same time other critics used Berendt’s arguments to encour-
age respectable behavior among jazz musicians and fans. In March
1956 the West Berlin youth magazine Blickpunkt (published by the
West Berlin association of public youth organizations) criticized the
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behavior of Lionel Hampton and his audience at a Berlin concert. The
audience had “no idea about jazz,” yet it was able to in›uence Hamp-
ton’s performance negatively. Hampton allegedly turned into a mere
“showman” spurred on by the wishes of his noisy audience. Those who
knew Hampton from records could, according to Blickpunkt, hardly
enjoy his performance or the brass players of his “gang” who were
rolling around on the stage. The “true enthusiast” did not get to see the
“true Lionel Hampton,” whose music, according to the article, had
almost as many nuances as chamber music. Exactly following
Berendt’s logic, Blickpunkt asserted that Hampton drew his powerful
style from his connection with Harlem, the “steamy Negro part of New
York,” measured Hampton’s achievements against European music,
and demanded restrained seriousness from his audience.5

In West Berlin the “respectable” fans organized in the newly
founded New Jazz Circle Berlin, a club that held jazz concerts and reg-
ular lectures. Here the audience listened intently to recordings, which
“jazz experts”—either guest speakers or club members—interpreted.
The emphasis on respectability and the dedication to an intellectual
experience of jazz actually discouraged lower-class and female jazz
fans: 90 percent of the audience at lectures were male, and a majority
came from the middle and upper classes. 

It was in the context of youth riots and the adolescent consumption
of rock ’n’ roll that these respectable jazz fans gained widespread atten-
tion after 1955. The West Berlin Tagesspiegel reported in 1957 on the
respectable jazz fans who attended lectures of the New Jazz Circle
Berlin in work or of‹ce clothes and who rarely wore jeans. The paper
applauded that their behavior was far different from the disturbances
that adolescent rowdies were causing in Berlin (and other East and
West German cities) during the same period; according to the paper,
one could hardly imagine that others of their age would roar, jump on
benches, and make loud noise with bells during public “so-called jazz
concerts.”6

In these years the lines between jazz and rock ’n’ roll were still ›uid
in the minds of most Germans, but people like Berendt and members
of the New Jazz Circle Berlin stepped up their efforts to divorce jazz
from commercial dance music and stressed that rock ’n’ roll was not
jazz and that jazz fans were respectable, engaged members of society.7

Indeed, “true” jazz increasingly seemed a remedy against youthful
unruliness. More and more voices argued that jazz associations
directed adolescent protest into appropriate channels and that their
work was therefore worthy of state support.8 West German bureau-
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crats began to follow these suggestions. In 1956–57 city of‹cials in West
Berlin put on ten jazz lectures and one jazz concert as part of their
youth protection efforts.9 Such state-sponsored events marked the
growing acceptance of jazz in West Germany. 

Jazz in East Germany

The positive rede‹nition of jazz in West Germany happened against
the background of the suppression of jazz in East Germany. Around
1950, East German authorities, following their Soviet counterparts,
had started an outright campaign against jazz, and jazz remained
highly controversial in the following years. Not surprisingly, jazz fans
in East Germany found it more dif‹cult than West German fans to
pursue their interests. Frequently, they smuggled records and Western
publications on jazz into the German Democratic Republic (GDR)
and listened to Western radio stations.10 Yet some East German voices
existed that sought to make jazz of‹cially acceptable, the most outspo-
ken of which was Reginald Rudorf. 

From 1952 to 1957 Rudorf, a member of the East German Socialist
Unity Party (SED), published articles and gave lectures, where he
indicted what he called “unauthentic” jazz and urged of‹cials to sup-
port the proliferation of “authentic” jazz. His de‹nitions were some-
what inconsistent, but he usually praised blues, Dixieland, and spiritu-
als as authentic and rejected bebop and other forms of modern jazz.11

Rudorf’s efforts on behalf of jazz were somewhat successful, as long
as he located his arguments within the of‹cial cultural doctrine of the
East German SED. In March 1951 the SED’s Central Committee had
called for a search for an authentic German national culture. East Ger-
man of‹cials denounced all cultural expressions that put more stress
on form than content; such art allegedly lost its humanist and demo-
cratic character and was characteristic of the imperialism of late capi-
talist systems, particularly the United States. Considerably earlier than
the New Left in the West, East German of‹cials followed Soviet pro-
paganda in labeling U.S. culture a tool of imperialism. Like their
Soviet counterparts, East German of‹cials leveled accusations of
“decadence,” “cosmopolitanism,” and “formalism” against, for exam-
ple, the literature of Kafka, against abstract painting, and also against
undesirable music, such as jazz.12 In distinguishing between good
authentic jazz, on the one hand, and commercial dance music and
modern jazz, on the other, Rudorf employed this same language. For
example, he indicted swing music and the bebop of Charlie Parker as
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decadent. At the same time that he derided certain aspects of jazz,
Rudorf stressed that African-American folk music, including some
forms of jazz such as blues and Dixieland, could fruitfully stimulate the
development of a new “clean” German dance music.13

In his rejections of musical forms such as swing and boogie, Rudorf
linked the absence of male and female respectability to threats against
proper German national identity. “The ecstatic jumps of the
deplorable brushheads and their Amizonen,” quipped Rudorf, “are at
their worst when the orchestra plays louder, when a saxophone begins
to squeak in a vulgar way or when shrill trumpet solos ring.” By iden-
tifying male jazz fans merely by their bouffant hairstyles and speaking
of them, derogatorily, as “brushheads” (Bürstenköpfe), Rudorf associ-
ated them with fashion and thus with femininity. Furthermore, playing
with the words “Amazons,” “Amis” (Americans), and “American
Zone,” Rudorf portrayed Americanized German women as sexual
aggressors and as masculinized. (“Amizonen” was a term Germans
used to describe women who had sexual relations with U.S. soldiers.)14

Rudorf thus warned against the dangers of popular jazz in terms that
connected a proper Germanness to respectable gender mores.

In his promotion of blues and Dixieland, Rudorf proposed that
authentic jazz could help to counter the dangerous effects of American
commercial music in East Germany and elsewhere. Just as East Ger-
mans could learn from the lively folk music of the Soviet Union and
the other people’s republics, so too, Rudorf suggested, could East Ger-
mans learn from authentic jazz.15

Rudorf’s validation of jazz, like Berendt’s in West Germany, rested
on distinguishing authentic from commercial music and on separating
authentic jazz from any associations with decadence or unbridled sex-
uality. Yet in spite of similarities in their logic, Berendt and Rudorf
came to different conclusions. In contrast to Berendt and many of the
West German jazz associations that found bebop and modern jazz
most valuable, Rudorf rejected such forms of jazz as decadent.
Secretly, however, Rudorf applauded modern jazz in letters to his
acquaintance Siegfried Schmidt in Halle.16

Rudorf’s use of of‹cial terminology allowed him to carve a space
for jazz in East Germany, and it contributed to the confusion in both
his own efforts and of‹cial responses to him. Within his framework of
distinguishing authentic from commercial and modern “formalist”
jazz, Rudorf was able to broaden the range of of‹cially acceptable
tunes, and in 1955 he brie›y gained of‹cial recognition for an associa-
tion of mostly male Leipzig jazz fans.17 But in spite of Rudorf’s efforts,
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many East German of‹cials continued to be suspicious of all jazz and
all jazz fans. 

Because GDR of‹cials positioned themselves as champions of civil
rights in the United States and generally believed in the revolutionary
potential of the authentic folk music of the oppressed, their attacks on
jazz required that jazz be denied the status of authentic African-
American music. One of‹cial, Ludwig Richard Müller, declared that
it did not matter whether jazz contained elements of “Negro folk
music”; rather, it mattered to what ends jazz was being used. Another
of‹cial, Georg Knepler, director of the Berlin Music Academy,
stressed that East German composers and musicians greatly admired
both the cultural creativity of African-Americans and the ‹ght for
equal rights against the barbarian racial policies of the ruling class in
the United States. Indeed, in order to prove that he was not a racist,
Knepler acclaimed the work of African-American actor and singer
Paul Robeson, who during these years, because of his involvement in
the U.S. Communist Party, was ‹ghting to retain his U.S. citizenship.
At the height of Soviet attacks in jazz, Robeson himself had published
an article directed against jazz in the major Soviet music journal in
1949. In words that Rudorf had picked up in a 1952 article on jazz,
Robeson argued that spirituals and blues were the only true Negro
music in the United States. Commercial jazz, whether played by
whites or African-Americans, “prostituted and ruthlessly perverted
the genuine expressions of folk life.” Knepler followed Robeson in
refuting Rudorf’s thesis that jazz was the music of the Negro prole-
tariat in the American South. Blues and spirituals—which Robeson
had sung—were indeed true folk music, according to Knepler, but
jazz was not. Both Müller and Knepler supported this rejection of jazz
with references to its sexualizing effects. Knepler spoke of the marks
that brothels and gangster hangouts had left on jazz, while Müller was
especially worried about the “public display of sexual drives” among
jazz fans who danced.18

In critiquing all jazz, both Knepler and Müller employed a vocabu-
lary similar to Rudorf’s rejections of commercial jazz. Elements of
“decadence,” lamented Knepler, had intruded into the so-called true
jazz. In jazz the “exuberance” of “Negro dances” turned into “hyste-
ria,” intense expressiveness “degenerated” into empty clownery.
Müller bemoaned the attempts of composers and musicians to satisfy
the tastes of “Swing-Heinis” through “sexual groans” and unaccept-
able “decadent” dances.

The racist undertones of these attacks came to the surface when
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Müller repeated SED leader Walter Ulbricht’s words that the “‘ape
culture’ [Affenkultur] of decadent jazz” had to be countered with a
new, healthy German dance culture. And using anti-Semitic vocabu-
lary, of‹cials indicted Rudorf and jazz fans in Germany and abroad as
followers of “cosmopolitan” dance music and “internationalism.”
They found their suspicions con‹rmed when the Leipzig jazz club did
not endorse East German rearmament, and in May 1955 they dissolved
the group.19

Cold War Con›icts

The back and forth between Rudorf and other jazz fans and East Ger-
man authorities continued. In times of greater leniency—that is, after
the June 1953 uprising and in the aftermath of Khrushchev’s attacks on
Stalinism in 1956—jazz fans were able to pursue their interests more
openly and even with state support. Rudorf, however, stretched the
limits too far when he organized jazz concerts in Protestant churches
and gave lectures in West Germany. In 1957 he was arrested and con-
victed for slandering the Freie Deutsche Jugend (FDJ) and the SED
and for having used jazz as a cover for political crimes.20

On the other side of the Iron Curtain, press and of‹cials in West
Germany and the United States were watching closely what was hap-
pening in East Germany.21 The suppression of jazz in East Germany
and other countries of the Warsaw Pact made jazz into an attractive
messenger for American and West German democracy. Many of the
West German jazz clubs, such as the New Jazz Circle Berlin, met in
American cultural centers. After many requests from the ‹eld and pos-
itive press reports about respectable European fans, jazz became an
of‹cial part of the cultural programs that the United States Informa-
tion Agency and the State Department sponsored after 1956, but not
without major complaints from Southern segregationists.22

West Germans, for their part, used jazz against youthful rebellious-
ness at home and to set themselves apart from the Nazi past and the
cold war enemies to the East. This multiple function of jazz—as an
alleged tamer of young rebels and as a representative of Western
democracy—contributed to its astounding proliferation through
books, festivals, radio, and television in West Germany in the second
half of the 1950s.23 In August 1958 West German defense minister
Franz-Josef Strauß suggested that he too saw jazz positively and
indeed as the appropriate music of the West German army: “the com-
munity-building powers” of jazz converged with the efforts of this new
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army. He explicitly used jazz to show that West Germany and the West
German army differed from both its German cold war enemy to the
East and the Third Reich.24 Of‹cials in West Berlin successfully
attracted young people to a state-sponsored youth club called Jazz-
Saloon, and by 1964 the West German Goethe Institutes used West
German jazz bands in their mission to portray German culture
abroad.25 In this logic, jazz came to symbolize the new pluralist, post-
fascist, antitotalitarian society that West German politicians in the sec-
ond half of the 1950s were increasingly espousing.

In East Germany, state of‹cials continued to be more repressive.
After a phase of confusion and leniency, they ultimately accepted only
narrow concepts of “authentic negro music.” In the late 1950s, they
allowed only spirituals and blues, and in this increasingly repressive cli-
mate, some jazz musicians and jazz club members, including Rudorf
after ‹nishing his prison term, left East for West Germany.26 At the
same time East German of‹cials sought to suppress the “open” danc-
ing associated with boogie and rock ’n’ roll, and they continued to dis-
solve any independent clubs that jazz fans attempted to form. 

For East and West German of‹cials, who were trying to make a
break with the racist German past, jazz likely had some attraction
because of its roots in African-American culture and because it had
been attacked by the Nazis (and perhaps also because many white
American jazz musicians were Jewish, although that was never an
explicit topic). In the context of a cold war pro–civil rights agenda
designed to counter criticisms of the United States, many U.S. politi-
cians likewise considered African-American musicians important
‹gures in portraying the United States as a country that had overcome
racism.27 However, tolerance also had clear limits. Neither in Strauß’s
promotion of jazz nor in the West Berlin Jazz-Saloon were the African-
American roots of jazz a theme. Jazz, in order to be acceptable, clearly
had to be deracialized and even “whitened.” And in the debates over
jazz, both East and West Germans asserted visions of culture that ren-
dered conservative gender mores and respectable Germanness interde-
pendent. In both countries in the 1950s, jazz also needed to be desexu-
alized before it could become respectable.

Nonetheless, important differences emerged: on the defensive
against Western imports and commercial culture, East German
authorities were far more repressive. In this context jazz fans and
of‹cials in East Germany continued to see jazz as a potential vehicle
for political resistance, a possibility that West Germans had success-
fully contained. We know much about German hostilities toward
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America and American popular culture, but my brief exploration
shows how some forms of American culture became part of a cold war
liberal West German self-presentation. By the 1960s the West German
magazine Twen added an image of jazz similar to the promotion of the
music to American whites in Downbeat and Playboy: jazz was associ-
ated with the leisure and pleasure of a masculinist culture that included
pre- and extramarital sex for men.28

This account of the changing reception of jazz in cold war Germany
reveals the complex processes involved in the German reception of
American culture. For 1950s German adolescents, jazz frequently felt
transformative, as an act of rebellion against parents, dominant cul-
tural norms, and remnants of the Nazi past. As jazz a‹cionados suc-
ceeded in making the music more respectable, jazz also was compatible
with maintaining class or gender strati‹cation and became attractive to
U.S. and West German authorities. We still need to learn more about
the interpretive horizons that U.S. and German jazz musicians have
opened with changing musical forms, and at the same time we need to
look carefully at the social and political contexts in which various
forms have been received, rejected, and institutionalized.29

Work on American culture abroad ideally needs to begin by paying
attention to both sides in these transmissions, the United States and
the receiving countries. American culture certainly has not been a uni-
form or unifying tool of U.S. imperialism. While jazz lost some of its
controversial edge in the 1950s as West Germany became more liberal
and as the U.S. government recognized the music as a legitimate cul-
tural expression, the music continued to broadcast multiple messages.
And changing forms of U.S. culture continue to generate lively and
even acerbic discussions in both the United States and Germany. The
processes by which national and subnational cultures have been
shaped in mutual engagement, attraction, and opposition, often within
highly asymmetrical power relations, remain an important focus for
the analysis of all international interactions, including German-Amer-
ican encounters.30 Thus it is crucial to recognize the diversity and con-
tested character of cultures on both sides of the Atlantic and even to
think beyond a strict German or U.S. focus in locating the contexts in
which these contests happen. In the case of jazz these include, for
example, developments in the Soviet Union or challenges to U.S.
power by nonaligned states. With all this in mind, histories of U.S.-
German cultural and political interactions promise to get only more
complex.31
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